By direct observation, you can know what we are
told is NOT possible. This 9-11 event divided our
To Architects, Engineers, Contractors.
nation. Some can think and clearly see HUGE forces
Some people
We learned of building sciences, the solidity or destroyed the WTC and people.
CHOOSE
to
accept
the
lies
of
government,
news,
brick,
block,
concrete
&
steel.
universities so they pretend some foreigners over
Their permanence is why we build with them.
powered mighty USA.

Within your Grasp !

My intellectual
integrity
prevents us
from calling this
a collapse.
This is why
I choose
to speak up.
My conscience
leaves me no
other choice.

DrJudyWood.
com on
WTC 911 NYC

Concrete & steel are excellent to build, but to
demolish them takes huge force !
In 10 minutes, You can know by watching
nationally broadcast videos of the World Trade
towers, the WTC, in NYC on 9-12.
The buildings did NOT collapse from jet fuel
fires or even internal explosives.
The buildings were pulverized into dust and
blew away. The day after, broadcast video
revealed
the
debris
of
the
buildings
was not on the ground where the buildings had
been. Newscasters said that.
www.abodia.com/911
links video
or search You Tube:

Judy Wood IRREFUTABLE
News, media & 9-11 Commission suppresses
this. The public does not know.
You know, from building, the extreme force to
pulverize concrete, steel & glass to dust.
A million tons of concrete, steel & glass
vanished, Dematerialized. Where did it go?
Learn from DrJudyWood.com or her book:
Where Did the Towers Go ? Amazon.com
Layman can be easily confused and deceived.
I served on the National Council of Architectural
Reg. Board. It Is OUR duty in the building
industry to protect the public.
No one should put people in harm's way,
When we see this folly, we MUST SPEAK!
Henry & Ted Elden served on W. Va. State Arch.
Board & NCARB Natl. Council of Architect Reg. Brd.

The forces which destroyed WTC are like those that
burnt up 1,000s of homes in No. California recently.
Did DEW ,direct energy weapons, destroy the homes;
steel, stone & cars, yet did NOT burn the nearby trees?
At NYC, 1,000s of papers did not burn, while HUGE
forces destroyed the WTC Towers.
Evil prospers when good men do nothing.
I studied 9-11 for 1,500+ hours. I know of political
forces, opportunities to "war" with Afghanistan (who
was not involved with 9-11) and to send US military
forces to increase crops to record opium production.
You can think only of World Trade Center or you
can begin to see a bigger picture.
We can observe and think. Once you solve any
conspiracy, you gain a new way to see the world.
I've been architect 40 years. I investigated 9-11.
It's easy to understand. Turn off your TV & news. Think
You're intelligent. You can figure this out. You may
have family, job, responsibilities and think you are
exempt from seeing & speaking.
The world staggers under the control of evil rulers.
Evil thrives when good men don't act. We have a duty
to our fellow man. We, the elect, must speak to
explain the physical phenomena that destroyed WTC.
DrJudyWood.com You can & must know.
The truth will make us Free. John 832
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Contacts for you & all the US Deans of Architecture
schools are there listed.
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• 1st responders on 9/11 testified as to toasted cars, yellow, even white. WHY?
spontaneous "fires" (including the flaming heavy coat • Steel columns in WTC were curled around vertical
of a running medic, who survived), the instant axes like rolled-up carpets. Columns, when they
by Judy Wood, B.S., M.S., PhD., Clemson Univ.
disappearance of people,
buckle from overloaded, bend around horizontal, not
www.DrJudyWood.com
the vertical, axis.
a
plane
turning
into
a
fireball
in
mid-air,
electrical
4
WTC Evidence that Must be Explained
power cut off moments before WTC 2 destruction, • WTC Bldg. 7 collapsed at 5:30 pm, quietly. It made
We stand at the dawn of a new age. By the and the sound of explosions.
no seismic signal. No plane hit it nor were there big
evidence, man has in his hands a method of • For 7+ years after 9-11, regions in the ground under
fires. 47 story bldg was worth $ ¾ billion. WHY?
disrupting the molecular basis for matter and the where the main body of WTC 4 stood have
• The majority of towers (WTC 1, WTC 2, WTC 3, WTC
ability, very possibly, to split the earth in half on a continued to fume. WHY?
7) didn’t remain as rigid bodies falling. WHY?
moment's notice. The technology demonstrated on
9/11 can, indeed, split the earth in half, or it can be • Magnetometer readings from 6 stations in AK • Seismic impact was minimal during destructions of
used to allow all people to live fruitful, constructive, and recorded abrupt shifts in the Earth's magnetic field WTC 1, WTC 2 & WTC 7 & too small to correspond
non-polluting lives through their use of free energy. He as each of the major destructive events unfolded at with a conventional "collapse" as based on a
the WTC on 9/11. WHY? (HAARP ?)
who controls energy, controls people.
comparison with Kingdome controlled demolition.
•
Many
cars
in
neighborhood
of
WTC
complex
were
Energy can be used to destroy or sustain our earth.
• WTC were destroyed in a quicker than can be
flipped upside down. They were adjacent to trees explained by physics as a "collapse" at free-fall
We have a choice. We can live fruitfully,
with full foliage, not stripped by high wind.
speed.
happily & productively, or we can destroy the planet &
• More damage was done to the bathtub by earth- • The upper 80 %, approximately; of each tower
die, all of us, with every living being on this planet.
moving equipment during the clean-up process than turned into fine dust & did not crash to earth.
For these reasons Judy Wood studied the
from the destruction of more then a million tons of WHY?
evidence of what happened on 9/11. 9/11 was a
buildings above it. WHY?
demonstration to the world of a new technology
• The upper 90 %, approximately; of inside of WTC 7
known as free energy. This is a force that can be • Most of the destroyed towers underwent mid-air was turned into fine dust and did not crash to the
used for demonic, ruinous, Earth destructive pulverization and were turned to dust before they earth.
Consider all available evidence.
purposes. Or it can be used for the good of us, of the hit the ground. WHY?
Before sundown on 9/11/01, 7 buildings lay in
Earth, and of our civilizations. We have a choice.
• Near-instant rusting of affected steel, evidence of
ruins, some of which quite simply looked bombed.
molecular dissociation & transmutation. WHY?
Explain why ejecta was being propelled upward in
One of those buildings in ruins, a 47-story tower,
what officials said was downward "collapse,"
• Of 3,000 toilets in WTC 1 and WTC 2, not 1
had
not even, in its disappearance, produced a
Here are Facts of destruction of WTC
survived, nor was any recognizable portion found.
seismic impact significantly above beyond normal
• Hurricane Erin was located just off Long Island WHY?
background .
throughout day of 9/11/01, Why did pilots not see the • Only 1 piece of office equipment in the WTC
Impossible as it may seem, most of the steel from
Hurricane ? Why wasn’t it reported in news ?
complex, a filing cabinet survived.
those towers also vanished, literally turned into dust.
• about 1,400 motor vehicles were toasted in strange • Only north wing of WTC 4 remained, neatly sliced From Day One of clearing ground zero, around-theways during the destruction of the Twin Towers.
clock photos of the demolition were taken. Did you see
from the main body, which virtually disappeared.
Metals damaged, vinyl not disturbed. Cars were ½
any photos of the 3000 truckloads of steel being
mile away from the WTC Damage was by electro- • The "Collapse" of WTC hardly damaged other driven away? Nor did I.
buildings.
magnetic force, not by heat of fire.
No fact, events anomalies, or phenomena listed,
• Large volumes of dust made of nano-sized particles • underground Rail lines, tunnels & rail cars at levels
discussed & analyzed in book can be explained by
went up, enough to block out 100% of sunlight in under WTC complex had only light damage. WHY?
airliner crashes, jet fuel fires, or any scheme of
some areas.
controlled demolition. For more info, contact.
• Sheets of plain office paper were omnipresent
Ted Elden 304 344 2335 voice or text
• There was absence of high heat. Witnesses said throughout lower Manhattan after each tower's
destruction.
This
paper,
however,
remained
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dust cloud felt cooler.
unburned, even though it was often immediately
Former NCARB,
Ted from TopORock.net
• WTC dust breaks down, finer & finer long after 9/11.
adjacent to flaming cars or steel beams glowing red,
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Where Did World Trade Towers Go on
9-11 ?

